Abstract-The paper researches the random contention system based on the binary tree conflict resolution algorithm to improve the throughput in-depth using the average cycle method, then gets the formulas of the systemic throughput and so on. The simulation results verify the correctness of the theory, meanwhile, gets some conclusions that the different arrival rate G is how to affect the main source of the throughput with variable packet length. It has some researching significance and improves the system performance.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer technology, network technology and wireless communication technology, many the information retrieval modes and processing modes appear in the electronic world with smaller, cheaper and low-power system added network technology, wireless sensor network [1] is an area which has a representative.
Wireless sensor network has a strong correlation of applications. That is, for different applications, need to adopt different strategies, in order to achieve the purpose that the developed wireless sensor network can fit the applications well. With the progress of the times, the applications of wireless sensor network in every aspect will be increased, and some of the existing protocol cannot meet these requirements well, so need to introduce some of the new protocols [2] . This paper mainly introduced a discrete random contention system based on improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm. The successful packet length is variable. Simulation results verify the correctness of the theory analysis [3] , and the performance of system has been greatly improved when introduce the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm. The inadequacy of the system is to increase the complexity.
II. THE ANALYSIS OF DISCRETE RANDOM SYSTEM
Assume that the discrete random contention systemic timeline is divided into equal length, and the length of each time slot is L on the channel [4] . With no limit on the number of system terminals, the packet signal arriving at any time will be transmitted in the beginning of next slot [5] . Therefore, there will be three interleaved random kinds of events which occurred in the discrete random contention system, ① the packet is sent successfully (U); ② the packet conflict (B); ③ idle timeslot (I). As shown in the Fig.1 , the collision event and idle event composite to be seen as a kind of event [6] , then events occurring on the time axis are reduced into two events, that is the event that the packet was sent successfully (U) and the composite event (BI), and these events on the timeline is the endless cycle occurs, the cyclical time variable is said Tu.
The assumption is shown as follows before analyze the system performance:
5. Assume packets arrived during idle time or collision time collides on the channel, then the impacted packets stop sending information at end of the timeslot.
The probability of the packet is transmitted successfully within a time slot is [7] :
The probability of no packet on the channel is:
The joint probability that appears i successful events and j composite events continuously in a cycle period is:
The average number of the successful event is: 
  The probability that appear k composite events is:
Then the average number of idle event is:
   The mean length of the composite event BI in a cycle period is:
The average of Tu is:
The average number of slot in a cycle time by the joint probability is [8] x information packets impacted in a cycle time is [9] () ( ) (
 From the definition of the system throughput we can get the throughput of the discrete random system based on the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm
L is the system average slot length when using the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm [10] .
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III. THEORETICAL CALCULATION AND SIMULATION
EXPERIMENT
On the basis of the above analysis, we conducted computer simulations on the discrete random contention system, the experimental parameters are the same with the theoretical parameters, the length of the slot and packet are both unit length. The results are shown in the Table1. ) throughput (Su) the throughput comparison of the three protocolwith different Lu Lu=3 Lu=2 From above tables and graphs, we can receive: (1) With the increases of the successful packet length Lu, the maximum throughput of the system also increases, and reached the maximum in the arrival rate G=1. For example, when Lu=1, the maximum throughput S is 0.368, and when Lu=2, Smax=0.537, and when Lu=3, Smax=0.626, the system throughput is obvious has been improved.
(2) The slot length L does not affect the value of the maximum throughput, it just change the value of G reaches the maximum throughput. When the L is increased, the system will be achieving maximum throughput in smaller G.
(3) The discrete random contention system based on the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm improved the throughput than the discrete random contention system with Lu=2 and traditional slotted Aloha.
(4) Whether traditional slotted Aloha protocol, or the discrete random contention with Lu=2, the throughput approaches to zeros when having a heavy load. And the throughput of the discrete random contention system based on the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm has been maintained at about 0.529 when the load increases.
(5) The theoretical value and simulation value of the throughput for the discrete random contention system based on the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm coincide with each other to prove the correctness of the theory analysis. And when the length of successful packet increases, the maxmium throughput will increases also.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper mainly introduced a discrete random contention system based on improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm. By building mathematical model and using, mathemat ical methods to analyze and simulate the new random discrete random access protocol based on improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm, and analyze performance of the throughput that reflected on the curves. Simulation results verify the correctness of the theory, we know that the performance of system has been greatly improved when introduce the improved binary tree conflict resolution algorithm. The inadequacy of the system is to increase the complexity.
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